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We recommend avoiding this model year like the plague. The SRS warning light likes to come

on due to a defective seat belt sensor -- typically the driver's side. A driving hazzard, and
transmission need to be replaced. Researching it seems that most Honda Accords V6 had the
same problem. Honda should owe up to this and pay for the transmission replacement. I am just
disappointed because my sister told me to get a Honda because they are great cars and they
last forever. Then I saw this site with all these complaints on this model. I had to get a used one
so I was limited in what I could spend because I have bad credit and I didn't want to have to
make payments so I went on craigslist and found this one. The guy who sold it to me is a
mechanic and said he gets cars at auctions then sells them. I was kind of skeptical when I took
it for a test drive because it had some cosmetic issues, for instance, the panel for the electronic
windows is loose and I have to unlock the car on the passenger side with the key, the key does
not work on the driver side. I bought it anyway and so far I had the timing belt replaced by the
guy who sold me the car so he gave me a good deal on the job. I recently had to have the
radiator replaced and now I am having the transmission rebuilt. The transmission has been
slipping since I got it but nothing major until recently it was jerking a lot and it felt like it was
going to stall whenever I came to a stop and of course the engine light came on and one time
the d4 light was flashing. The guy who replaced my radiator checked it and said it was a
solenoid out in d4 and that he could replace it like he experienced before with another car, the
problem comes back and that it would be better to just replace the transmission. He told me to
drive it in d3 for now until I can fix it which I have been doing for a couple of months now. I hope
this corrects the problem. I would like to trade it in and get a better Honda. Any suggestions
would be great. The automatic transmission slips and jerks when shifting gears--it is worse
when I stop, the engine idles, and then severely jerks when I accelerate, but the jerking motion
also happens going up inclines. It is so bad, it has caused broken motor mounts, which I've had
to repair. I have no doubt that the transmission is eventually going to fail, which could be
hazardous while driving. Though I take good care of my car, I thought that maybe it was just
older and the transmission was naturally failing, but doing some research, I found this to be a
common problem with Honda's transmissions in general, but particularly with the '02 Accord. It
has been happening since at roughly 90, miles, but I will put today's date as it still is happening.
I feel like this issue is so prevalent among Honda owners that Honda really should do right by
their customers and recall the transmission. Ok so first off, I know many people that have said
Hondas are great cars , me listening to them bough a Honda accord ex v6 , worst car I have
driven , my dads old Toyota camry v4 drives 10 times better than the Honda , I am very
disappointed worst transmission i have ever felt. I bought this car thinking Hondas where build
to last a longtime. They just shoot up with no gain of speed. I almost got hit from behind
because I lost speed. It was scary. I didn't know what happened. I get home, hop on the net and
there are literally billions of complaints. I want a recall for 02 Accords. The transmission
slipping and jerking started in December A Mechanic drained and replaced the fluid, the car is
still doing the same thing. He told me Hondas are known for transmission failure and he advised
transmission replacement. Automatic Transmission shifts hard going into second gear. The
faster you drive the harder it shifts. Honda fix your broken transmission. You know there's a
huge problem with the Honda accord V6. By the Honda corporation not taking responsibility for
the inferior product they put out you will lose millions in non repeat customers your credibility
is spiraling downward. Redeem yourself and recall the honda accord transmission. I bought this
car from a private party back in so I'm not sure what the maintenance was before then.
However, everything worked. I took my car for a transmission fluid flush to Tempe Honda in
Tempe, AZ and shortly after I got the car back, the problems started. The service light came on
and registered a P, torque converter control solenoid. I had that replaced as well and the linear
solenoid pack. I called the service manager at Tempe Honda as well as researching the internet.
I found that Honda's design for these transmissions is atrocious at best. No filter, no pan, and
now because of the flush, I have clutch debris clogging the ports and the solenoids and my
tranny is done. I called several Honda mechanic shops and they all say the same thing. Honda
will never admit that their design is crappy at best but they need to own up to it, just like the
airbag problem and issue a recall for these transmissions. It would cost them a mint to redesign
and rebuild, but that's what they get for allowing this design to go through. Just my two cents
We should have a class action lawsuit against Honda Mo. This has been going on for many
years and involves thousands of customers. We not on replaced 1 transmission in ,but we also
had to have it rebuilt ,in I think they should recall them. I went online to see if others were
having the same transmission problems and through this website saw that they were. I called
Honda and was told that I would need to have a dealership confirm the issue before anything
could be discussed. I then called Honda of America again and was told that, because of the
mileage, it couldn't be sent along to even consider a "goodwill repair". They have lost all their
goodwill from me despite the fact we own a Acura TL and recently sold a Honda Fit. No more

Hondas or Acuras in our future. They should be sued and have to give anyone that bought a
Honda Accord a new car!!!!!!!!! They say that the last place didn't replace the Solenoid. I called
Honda gave them my vin number since this is the 2nd time and all they said was take it to a
Honda dealership. Why, so they can charge me even more and still not cover it? Was an O.
Before that could even occur, the transmission was jerking when moving out of 1st gear to 2nd.
It's the reason I decided against a Honda when I was car shopping last year. At 75, miles
Tameron did the 75, mile transmission service even thought the transmission had only 21, miles
of use. I had Robeman's a certified Honda Repair Service shop do the , mile service mileage on
car , which included the transmission service. Now at , miles the transmission is slipping and
the gears not working. I have never had a car with this kind of problems. I purchased my car in
August , it was new but used as a demo, had 5, miles on it when I purchased the car. I will have
it 13 years in August and it only has 70, miles on it, all in all it's has been a good car. In July , I
changed the timing belt and thermostat and water pump cause Honda recommends to do that at
7 to 9 years and I didn't want the belt to break and than have to replace the engine, but this
transmission problem came on all of a sudden without any warning. I bought this Honda off a
friend of mine. Never had issues till now. Had shop read code and came up wit p Cost me 4k to
fix and that was my savings I had built up. I think these Honda people should of paid for it since
its a everlasting problem. First indication of a problem was that the Check engine light came on.
Next minutes later there was noticeable jerking motion while decelerating. Computer reports an
issue with the transmission. Diagnosis was that the car needs a whole new transmission.
Mileage on the car is miles I have driven older Honda's for at least 10 years. So, when I came
across this car I had to have it! A few months after buying this car, the Transmission automatic
started slipping, as time went on it had gotten worse. It started out slipping from a stop, then
started slipping going into 2nd gear. It couldn't be driven anymore. They said no recall, no
warranty. About a year later the SRS light came on airbags? Just to track down this problem it
could cost a few hundred dollars. One more thing some of the Black and , Honda used cheap
paint and clear coat. Therefore they fade quickly. Even way up in the North. I see there are lots
of these complaints, strange how they are the exact same ones huh? If you have a for-profit
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between and haven't had any issues with your automatic transmission, may I suggest you go to
your nearest conevnience store and play the lottery? Transmission failure in those model years
is a widespread issue with the Honda Accord, Civic and Odyssey. The Honda Accord , Honda
Civic and Honda Odyssey appear to be the worst years for transmission failure. Some quick
stats:. This is one of the most common complaints on CarComplaints. If your engine will rev up,
but the car won't shift into gear or move it could be a defective torque converter. In fact, the
majority of Honda owners with transmission problems are saying the torque converter is failing
and essentially burning up the transmission fluid, rendering the entire transmission useless.
When you come to a stop in your vehicle, drivers with manual transmissions use a clutch to
disconnect the engine from the transmission so your engine can continue to spin while your
wheels do not. Drivers with automatic transmissions don't have a clutch and instead rely upon
the torque converter to perform the same task. A torque converter is a type of fluid coupling,
which allows the engine to spin somewhat independently of the transmission. If the engine is
turning slowly, such as when the car is idling at a stoplight, the amount of torque passed
through the torque converter is very small, so keeping the car still requires only a light pressure
on the brake pedal [3]. The automatic transmission is a complicated beast and is prone to
problems. Any repair to an automatic transmission can be complicated and expensive. The
following steps can help prevent transmission problems in many cases:. Honda has offered
some owners out-of-warranty compensation for the transmission repairs. Rather than going
through your local dealership, it's best to contact Honda Customer Service at and ask for a
"goodwill repair". Watch out for Honda dealerships' abnormally high repair bill though. As one
owner put it, "Honda has offered to cover half the repair cost. Are they nuts??? Just make sure
you get a comparable warranty on parts because the rebuilt replacement transmissions can fail
just as quickly, if not sooner. In , Honda finally admitted to the problem with a , vehicle recall [4].
We're not sure where Mr. Schifsky is getting his information, because we've seen hundreds and

hundreds of owner complaints. Honda later expanded the recall to include nearly 1. The models
covered included:. Unfortunately Honda's transmission repairs, especially for those engines
that had less than 15k miles before the recall, were not guaranteed to keep working. According
to the Wheels blog on NYtimes. But it failed in December, with the mileage at about 67,, as he
tried to merge onto a busy highway. The suit claimed that Honda misled consumers by selling
them vehicles with defective transmissions. Honda settled the case without ever admitting a
defect and denied the charges. Owners covered in the lawsuit were given an extension of the
transmission warranty to 93 months or , miles whichever comes first , starting when the vehicle
is first purchased or leased. The models covered were the â€”1 Ac
2004 chevy colorado ignition switch
parts of a feather diagram
2005 accord
cord; â€” Odyssey; â€”1 Prelude; â€”2 Acura 3. Source: Data averaged from consumer
complaints on CarComplaints. Source: HowStuffWorks. This step-by-step article is a great
resource to learn more about automatic transmissions. Enough information to be informative,
not too much to be overwhelming. I kept this vehicle running in tip top shape for years, really a
dream car for the most part. Then the trans starts slipping and nothing I can really do about it.
Not worth replacing as the trans cost a fortune and because it's poorly engineered it only
happen again. Maybe you've experienced this problem. Maybe you're concerned you will soon.
Whatever the reason, here's a handful of things you can do to make sure it gets the attention it
deserves. Major class action law firms use this data when researching cases. Their focus is on
safety-related issues. Some quick stats: More than half of the reported transmission problems
happen under 90, miles. OK, Now What? File Your Complaint CarComplaints.

